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Finalisation of Machinery for Gandhidham Pellet Plant
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The machinery, so finalised, would more than triple their existi

MTPA). Pellets, manufactured at this location, are proposed to I; red only to the retail

market (Namkeen’ Bakeries, Fursaan etc) and would benefi. empany in multiple ways.
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Sale to retail clients would helpImprove realisations, lo .I nSit Costs, help widen the client

base thereby de--risking its current business mos
-“ and heir)Improve the working capital profile

of the company.
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Commenting on the development, Mr. Bhavesh Kakadiya, Managing Director
of Jiya Eco

Products limited said,

”We decided to fast track our expansion plans as we continue to witness a significant demand

growth in the market. The response of agri—residue based biofuels (briquettes and pellets) is

extremely encouraging in Gujarat and this strategic and timely expansion will help the company

to not only cater to a newer geography but also mine existing customers better.'We plan to

fully utilise this additional capacity by next 12— 18 months. We remain very optimistic about

our growth going ahead.”
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Aboutliya Eco Products Limited:

Jiya Eco Products Ltd (JEPL) is the only listed company that manufactures biomass briquettes
and pellets from agriculture waste and forest waste such as cotton stalk, groundnut shells,

cumin waste, forest leaves, household waste, juliflora etc. These briquettes and pellets are

substitutes of some other commonly—used feed such as coal, charcoal, firewood, diesel, petrol

and LPG etc Bio Fuel provides 30—59%: I
'

ed to regular fuel The company has

an existing plant at

Bhavnagar
‘

‘

OO MTPA for briquettes and

81,600 for pellets
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